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Abstract Examining the impact of long-term temperature rise on wages is7

not only beneficial for gaining insight into the economic consequences of cli-8

mate change, but also of great reference value to reduce income disparity and9

alleviate relative poverty. Based on the panel data of 30 provincial capitals10

from 1996-2018, the Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) is adopted in11

this paper to conduct an empirical analysis of temperature rises’ impact on12

wage in various industries. It is found that, firstly, temperature rise will signif-13

icantly reduce the growth of wage and show heterogeneity. Among them, the14

growth of wage in the manufacturing industry is most prominently affected15

by rising annual average temperatures. Second, in terms of seasonal differ-16

ences, the negative impact of temperature rise on wage growth is mainly in17

summer. Different temperature swings and different vulnerability producers18

demonstrate lead to largely dissimilar marginal impacts of temperature rise19

in different regions. Wages in relatively vulnerable regions and regions with20

relatively sharp temperature fluctuations are more significantly affected by21

the increase in average summer temperatures. Thirdly, in the long run, the22

negative impact of annual average temperature increases on the wages of agri-23

culture industries shows a notable cumulative effect, which mainly comes from24

the irreversible impact of temperature increase on labor productivity, and will25

further widen the income gap between regions. Based on the above findings,26
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this paper proposes targeted strategies from two dimensions, “mitigation” and27

“adaptation”, in order to narrow the regional income gap and achieve balanced28

development, and to provide theoretical references for subsequent policies re-29

sponding to climate change.30

Keywords Climate change · Wet bulb globe temperature index (WBGT) ·31

Wage income growth · Relative poverty32

1 Introduction33

Today, climate change and its associated gradual slow-onset and extreme34

sudden-onset weather events have become one of the greatest challenges to35

human natural systems. As a sensitive region to global climate change, China36

has been witnessing an annual average temperature rise of 0.24℃ per decade.37

The rate is notably higher than the global average during the same period,38

accompanying of which is a significant rise of the number of extreme high tem-39

peratures and heavy precipitation events (Zhang et al., 2020). According to the40

IPCC assessment report, high temperature will be more frequent and stronger41

in the future, with intensified impact on ecological environment and human42

socio-economic activities(Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). In this context, al-43

though some industries are benefiting from climate change (due to e.g., rising44

temperatures and increased precipitation)(Somanathan et al., 2021), most in-45

dustries (e.g., agriculture, construction, and other climate-sensitive industries)46

are adversely affected by global warming (Pachauri et al., 2014). Meanwhile,47

due to different temperature swings and different vulnerability of each pro-48

ducer across regions, the heterogeneous impacts caused by climate change will49

fall disproportionately on workers in all industries of all regions, which may50

eventually develop into a new source of income growth inequality (Deschênes51

and Greenstone, 2007). Therefore, as China enters the “post-poverty allevia-52

tion era”, it is important to clarify the heterogeneous impact of climate change53

on the growth of workers’ wages, so that government bodies will make more54

precise adaptation policies to increase society’s resilience to climate change,55

take into account the relative poverty in policy implementation, and avoid56

further widening of the income gap between regions and industries.57

To address the above theoretical and practical issues, this paper, from58

the perspective of temperature rises identifies the effects of climate change59

on wages in different industries and its heterogeneous sources by estimating60

the effect of temperature change1, with the aim of achieving an integrated61

approach to address climate change and relative poverty. Compared with the62

1 The main reason for this paper to select temperature rises as the research perspective
is after a consideration of the difference between temperature change and climate change.
While the latter represents a long-term transformation, temperature change, being short-
term, is the most direct and widest manifestation of climate change. Generally, the climate
can be understood as the distribution function of the temperature. As climate itself is
a distribution of multi-dimensional variables consisting of temperature, precipitation and
wind, an accurate description of climate change must involve complex measurements on those
dimensions, i.e., to measure the independent and joint distributions of multiple variables
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existing studies, the possible marginal contributions of this paper are: (1) to63

expand the research scope on climate change by exploring the pathways and64

degrees of the impact brought by temperature rises on wages; (2) to improve65

the accuracy of the research results by adopting the WBGT index to mea-66

sure temperature variables2. Compared with the prior studies that consider67

temperature as the only element (Zhang et al., 2018), this paper uses the his-68

torical average temperature of each region as the reference and the WBGT69

index as the temperature variable. While considering how high temperature70

and humidity affect body heat stress, the paper takes into account regional and71

seasonal climate conditions to improve the accuracy and persuasiveness of the72

estimated research findings; (3) to further improve the precision of the findings73

and recommendations for policies by identifying the heterogeneous sources of74

the impact of temperature rises on wage growth from two dimensions, namely,75

vulnerability and temperature fluctuation.76

2 Literature review77

Since the 1980s, global climate change has become increasingly prominent and78

has attracted wide attention from scholars at home and abroad (Sachs, 2003;79

Iyigun et al., 2017). In recent years, a large body of literature has argued80

the relationship between climate change and overall economic output at the81

macro level (Dell et al., 2012), and further examined the impact of climate82

change on the output (value) in sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing,83

and tourism (Cai et al., 2018; Burke et al., 2015). While most scholars have84

basically reached a consensus that climate change in the form of rising average85

temperatures represents a negative impact on economic growth (Heal and86

Park, 2013), some literature presents an opposite conclusion, demonstrating87

that climate change had beneficial economic effects, such as a 3-4% increase88

in per capita income in cold countries for every 1°C increase in average annual89

temperature (Heal and Park, 2013). Moreover, there is no academic consensus90

on whether the economic consequences caused by climate change mainly affect91

developed or backward regions. Comparatively, more studies have concluded92

that the negative impacts of climate change are mainly found in backward93

regions rather than developed regions (Letta et al., 2018). The main reason94

for this heterogeneity is that the negative impacts of climate change depend95

(such as those between wind and precipitation). However, in practice, it is often difficult
for researchers to consider all the dimensions (mean, variance, covariance, extreme values,
among others), therefore they tend to be able to investigate the effects caused by changes
in only one (or several) meteorological factors to identify the impact of climate change. For
example, looking at the economic effects of changes in average temperature (while controlling
average precipitation) is only a rough description of (the multidimensional) climate change.
As climate (change) economics develops, the controlled variables and statistical dimensions
in econometric models are gradually increasing in numbers, thus the description of climate
change is becoming more and more accurate.

2 Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) index is the most commonly used index that
comprehensively considers temperature and humidity to measure heat stress, and represents
the heat intensity of body exposure to the environment.
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to a certain extent on the mitigation and adaptation measures adopted by96

the disaster-bearers(Brysse et al., 2013). Some literature, on the other hand,97

has pointed out that no significant differences of productivity losses caused98

by climate change have been seen between developed and backward regions99

(Brysse et al., 2013), or that the economic consequences of climate change have100

a greater impact on developed regions (Ramsey and Kwon, 1992). As research101

progresses, some scholars have explored the negative effects of climate change102

on the physical and mental health of individual workers from a microscopic103

perspective (Branco and Féres, 2021). For example, high temperatures cause104

stress, which can lead to reduced attention and cognitive abilities, among105

others (Krüger and Neugart, 2018). Temperature fluctuations may further106

affect labor productivity and work time allocation, and act as direct or indirect107

transmission mechanisms on the output of each production sector(Parsons,108

2007).109

A review of the past literature found that detailed studies have been done110

on the impact of climate change on the economy, but there is still room for111

further improvement. First, although studies have explored the impact of cli-112

mate change on industries such as agriculture, manufacturing, and real estate113

(Kompas et al., 2018), most of them have focused on the total output (value)114

of the whole industry, and few on the wages, especially income inequality, of115

workers. As wage is currently important source of income for people, exploring116

the heterogeneous effects of climate change on it is important for narrowing117

the income gap between industries and regions in China and for alleviating118

relative poverty. Second, it is still under debate whether climate change will119

cause negative impacts, and whether the negative impacts will mainly exist120

in backward or developed regions, which will directly affect the fairness and121

inclusiveness of climate and governance-related policies.122

3 Theoretical analysis123

To better clarify the impact of temperature rise on wages, this paper draws a124

logic diagram for analyzing the differences in the damage caused by tempera-125

ture rise and its impact under different scenarios (Fig.1). Among them, (a) (b)126

in Fig.1 presents the intrinsic linkage between the level of wages Q, the degree127

of temperature fluctuation W , and the loss of wages D, respectively. When128

the increase in temperature is at W1, the optimal level of wages (under the129

condition of maximizing workers’ benefits) is Q. Excessively cold or hot tem-130

peratures make it impossible for workers to concentrate on their work and may131

damage their health, resulting in a decrease in marginal labor productivity (or132

an increase in marginal cost of labor) and a decrease in work time. In particu-133

lar, the labor productivity of outdoor workers will be significantly reduced due134

to loss of labor capacity under heat waves (such as fatigue and reduced muscle135

endurance) (González-Alonso et al., 1999). At the same time, heat stress will136

also lead to a loss of productivity due to reduced attention, cognitive abilities137

and low-quality decision making among indoor workers (Orlov et al., 2020).138
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In this scenario, workers, as rational economic men, will adjust labor input139

to maximize utility according to the current climate state. Therefore, in the140

short run, with factor prices and labor supply and demand remain constant,141

while temperature rise intensifies, i.e., when the temperature compared with142

the historical average increases from W1 to W2, the marginal output value of143

labor factors keeps decreasing due to the negative temperature shock, while144

the marginal cost curve of factors increases from MC1 to MC2. At this point,145

based on the objective to maximize utility, workers will inevitably further re-146

duce their labor input, and thus deviate from the optimal factor input W1.147

As a result, affected by changes in the input of labor factors, the output will148

decline, followed by a downward trend in wages.149

However, the negative impact of rising temperatures on wages usually150

varies in accordance with the degree of temperature fluctuations and the vul-151

nerability of industries and individuals3.First, in terms of the marginal damage152

of temperature rise as in Fig. 1(b), its impact on wages usually shows a gradual153

increase (Schlenker et al., 2006). Thus, for workers in different regions (with154

different degrees of temperature rises), the temperature rise will likely cause155

and even further the inter-regional wage gap. Second, in terms of the vulner-156

ability shown in each industry and individual, on the one hand, as industries157

have different exposure levels in their production environments and different158

capacities to adapt, temperature rises will lead to differentiated effects, which159

in turn will affect the marginal damage of temperature rise (Polsky et al.,160

2007). For example, under the same scenario, the productivity and work hours161

of indoor workers are less affected by the negative impact of temperature rise162

than those of outdoor workers due to air conditioning and lower work inten-163

sity; on the other hand, temperature rises also affects differently across workers164

in the same industry as they are dissimilarly vulnerable to it. Workers with165

higher income and assets are more likely to be adaptable through defensive166

investments compared to poorer groups (workers with relatively lower income167

and assets). For example, high-income workers are able to improve their work168

environment in response to climatic conditions (Olmstead and Rhode, 2011),169

or to relocate from areas with high exposure to negative climatic impacts, so170

as to minimize the potential adverse effects of rising temperatures on their171

wages.Thus, workers in less exposed industries and those with higher climate172

adaptation capacities can effectively dampen the negative impact of rising tem-173

peratures on their wages. As depicted in Fig.1(c), for workers n and workers174

m with different levels of vulnerability, the marginal damage curve for workers175

m (with lower vulnerability) is significantly lower than that for workers n. At176

this point, even under the same temperature fluctuation, the marginal damage177

of temperature increase on workers n and workers m is still different due to178

the difference in the vulnerability in industries and individuals, which leads to179

a DLm-DLn wage gap.180

3 According to the integrated VSD model on climate change vulnerability proposed by
Polsky et al. (2007), the vulnerability assessment system for workers to deal with weather
risks mainly includes three dimensions: exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability of disaster-
bearers.
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Fig. 1 Differences in marginal damage of temperature rise and its effects under different
scenarios

Based on the theoretical model of Bond et al. (2010), combined with the181

abovementioned pathways and mechanisms of the impact of temperature rise182

on wages, the theoretical model in this paper is constructed as follows.183

Yit = (eβ∆TitLit)Ait (1)

184

∆Ait = gi + γ0∆Tit + ...+ γn∆Tit−n (2)

where Y denotes wages; L denotes work hours; A denotes labor productivity;185

∆T denotes the fluctuation degree of temperature, and β and γ represents the186

degree of impact of temperature rise on labor input time and labor produc-187

tivity, respectively. In a stable market environment, i.e., when Lit = Li , the188

wage of region i will keep growing steadily at the level of gi when it is not189

hit by the temperature rise. Given the lagged effect of temperature rise and190

the constraint and influence of human capital accumulation on the output,191

the following dynamic growth model can be obtained after simplifying and192

differencing Equ.1.193

yit=β0∆Tit+Ait+Lit+α1yit−1+ . . .+αnyit−n+β1∆Tit−1+. . .+βn∆Tit−n+εit
(3)

In Equ.3, yit and Lit are the logarithmic forms of wages and labor factor input,194

respectively. Again, assuming that the external market environment remains195

unchanged in the short run, the wage growth ∆yit within time period t of the196

individual i can be obtained based on Equ.2 and Equ.3;197

∆yit=gi+α1∆yit−1+ · · ·+αn∆yit−n + (γ0 + β0)∆Tit + (γ1 + β1 − β0)∆Tit−1

+ · · ·+ (γn + βn − βn−1)∆Tit−n − βn∆Tit−n−1 +∆εit
(4)

In most cases, there is no significant correlation between wage growth in dif-198

ferent time periods (Dell et al., 2012). Therefore, to further investigate the199

effect of temperature rise on wages, this paper assumes that the degree of200

temperature fluctuation and the level of wage growth remain constant, i.e.,201

∆yit−j = ∆yi. Define ρ as the estimated coefficient of the effect of rising tem-202

peratures on wage.The effect of temperature rise on wages can be obtained203
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based on Equ.4:204

∆yi =
gi

1− a1 − . . .− an
+

n+1∑
j=0

ρj

1− a1 − . . . an
∆Ti (5)

If only the effect of rising temperatures in the current period is considered, i.e.205

∆Ait = gi+ γ0∆Tit ; yit = β0∆Tit+Ait+Lit+ εit, then Equ.5 can be further206

abbreviated as207

∆yit = gi + (γ0 + β0)∆Tit − β0∆Tit−1 (6)

where ∆yit denotes the wage growth. According to the above equation, when208

the temperature returns to the normal level, its average effect on work hours209

will be reversed. For example, although an increase in climate warming reduces210

work hours, when the temperature returns to its average, workers’ labor input211

time returns to its normal level. Conversely, the effect on labor productivity212

does not reverse with the recovery of the temperature. This also indicates that213

rising temperatures have a cumulative effect on wage growth. An increase in214

temperature over a period of time may lead to a prolonged period of low wages215

for workers, resulting in a further widened gap between the rich and the poor.216

4 Model construction and data description217

4.1 Empirical model218

Based on the above theories, this paper intends to construct the following219

econometric regression model to identify the impact of rising temperatures on220

wage growth in each industry.221

git=

K∑

j=0

ρj∆Tit−j + θi + θrt + εit (7)

where T denotes the degree of temperature increase with a period lag K; θi222

denotes the region fixed effect; θrt denotes the time fixed effect, including the223

dummy variables and differences between regions; εit is the error term. Based224

on the previous theoretical model, ai = 0 needs to be satisfied as the precondi-225

tion for an econometric analysis with Equ.6. Therefore, on the basis of testing226

the correlation between wage growth at different time periods, this paper fur-227

ther considers the linear correlation between the random disturbance term228

∆εit in Equ.4 and the lag of growth ∆yit−1, and chooses the extended lag as229

the instrumental variable of the growth ∆yit−1 for robustness testing. In ad-230

dition, in order to further identify and clarify the heterogeneity of the impact231

of temperature rise on each industry and its sources, this paper introduces in232

Equ.8 the interaction terms of the vulnerability of workers under temperature233

rises and weather risks and the degree of temperature fluctuations, respec-234

tively. Among them, in terms of vulnerability, income is the most important235
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Table 1 Relevance statistics

Industries Lag period g L1.g L2.g L3.g

Agriculture

g 1
L1.g -0.174∗∗∗ 1
L2.g -0.071∗ -0.183∗∗∗ 1
L3.g -0.003 -0.065 -0.192∗∗∗ 1

Construction

g 1
L1.g -0.293∗∗∗ 1
L2.g 0.008 -0.297∗∗∗ 1
L3.g 0.290∗∗∗ -0.090∗∗ 0.046∗ 1

Manufacturing

g 1
L1.g -0.418∗∗∗ 1
L2.g -0.025 -0.417∗∗∗ 1
L3.g -0.018 -0.027 -0.419∗∗∗ 1

Finance

g 1
L1.g -0.236∗∗∗ 1
L2.g 0.042 -0.243∗∗∗ 1
L3.g 0.018 0.031 -0.249∗∗∗ 1

Note: ∗∗∗p<0.01 , ∗∗p<0.05, ∗p< 0.1.

factor reducing workers’ exposure and sensitivity, and helping adopt adaptive236

measures. Workers with higher income and assets are able to minimize the237

possible adverse effects of weather shocks on them through ex ante and ex238

post defensive investments (Sesmero et al., 2018). Therefore, in this paper,239

the average level of wages of workers in each industry is chosen as a measure,240

defined in the form of a dummy variable, i.e., regions where wages in each241

industry is lower than the sample mean are defined as relatively vulnerable242

regions, defined as poor = 1, otherwise taken as 0. In terms of temperature243

fluctuations, this paper also uses a dummy variable, defining regions where244

the current temperature fluctuation value is higher than the sample mean as245

regions with high temperature fluctuations (high), defined as high = 1, oth-246

erwise taken as 0. This results in an estimation model on the heterogeneous247

impacts of temperature rise on wage growth:248

git=

K∑

j=0

ρj∆Tit−j +

K∑

j=0

ρj∆Tit−j × poor +

K∑

j=0

ρj∆Tit−j × high+ θi+θrt + εit

(8)

In addition, based on the above theoretical model Equ.4, it is known that249

before the estimation of the econometric model, the correlation between wage250

growth in different lags needs to be tested, and the specific correlation coef-251

ficient estimation results are shown in Table. 1. Different from the previous252

hypothesis, there is a significant negative correlation between the wage growth253

in the current period and that in lag-1 in different industries. The possible254

reason for this is that the wage growth in the current period attracts a large255

number of workers to move to the industry, leading to a significant increase in256

labor supply in the industry. In the case of unchanged labor demand, the labor257

market in the industry will have more supply than demand, which leads to a258

decrease in wages, thus showing a significant negative correlation between the259
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increase in wages in the current period and the increase in the lag. Combining260

the research findings from home and abroad (Graff Zivin and Neidell, 2014),261

this paper incorporates the wage growth in each industry with 1 lag into the262

dynamic panel estimation model.263

4.2 Variable selection and data source264

4.2.1 Variable definition and correction265

(1) Key variables266

a. The net increase of the average wage(Wag): To examine the effect of267

rising temperature on wage growth, this paper takes the net increase of the268

average wage in the sample area in the current year as the explanatory variable269

instead of considering the average wage as the explanatory variable by previous270

scholars. In addition, due to different natures of work between industries, the271

agriculture and construction industries in China are generally regarded as high-272

intensity industries at this stage, and their workplaces are usually outdoors. In273

contrast, the manufacturing and finance industries are relatively less intensive274

and work mainly indoors. Therefore, with reference to existing studies (Orlov275

et al., 2020), this paper selects agriculture4, manufacturing, construction and276

finance industries to examine the heterogeneous effects of temperature rise on277

wages in different industries in order to have a comprehensive and accurate278

understanding;279

b. Temperature(Tem): Most of the extant studies on the impact of temper-280

ature rise on the economy, especially on labor productivity, have considered281

only a single element, temperature, and taken the absolute value of average282

temperature as an explanatory variable. However, since the body temperature283

of workers depends on both external temperature and relative humidity at284

the same time, the above approach of measuring temperature fluctuations by285

considering only the temperature ignores the amplifying effect on human heat286

stress caused by warm and humid climatic conditions and by high humidity287

under continuous hot conditions. More importantly, the spatial distribution288

of temperature and precipitation varies greatly across the vast territory of289

China, which causes unsimilar sensitivities of workers to temperatures in dif-290

ferent regions. In view of this, based on existing studies (Russo et al., 2017;291

Willett and Sherwood, 2012), this paper examines the effect of temperature292

increase on wages using the WBGT index, which is composed of three ele-293

ments: natural wet-bulb temperature, black-bulb temperature, and dry-bulb294

temperature, taking into account the heat absorbed from solar radiation and295

evaporative heat dissipation associated with air humidity (Lee and Min, 2018;296

Budd, 2008). Integrating the availability of data, this paper adopts commonly297

used WBGT index to calculate heat stress under average outdoor daytime298

4 Agriculture in this paper refers to agriculture in a broad sense, including industries such
as farming, forestry, animal husbandry and fishing.
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conditions (Knutson and Ploshay, 2016), with the following equation:299

WBGT = 0567× Ta + 394 + 0393× E (9)
300

E = 6.1121× 1.0007 + (0.00000346× P )
×EXP (((18.729− (Ta/227.3))Ta)/(257.87 + Ta))

(10)

where Ta denotes the dry-bulb temperature (in ◦C), E is the water vapor301

pressure (in hPa), and the constant 3.94 indicates the effect of heat from302

solar radiation on WBGT in calm outdoor work. The water vapor pressure is303

calculated according to Equ.10, where P is the air pressure (in hPa).304

In addition, existing studies show the complexity and diversity of climate305

change, rather than being a simple temperature increase (Chen et al., 2019).306

The occurrence of high summer temperatures and winter frosts in the same307

region is common in the country. If the absolute value of annual mean tem-308

perature changes is included in the analysis, it may mask the temperature309

fluctuations between seasons and regions, which will most likely lead to biased310

estimation results. Therefore, this paper uses the historical average WBGT311

values of the sample regions as a reference for calibration 5, and further ex-312

amines the impact of rising temperatures in summer (May-October) on wage313

growth (Hsiang et al., 2017) 6.314

(2) Control variables315

a. Consumer Price Index (Cpi). This variable measures changes in the316

prices of commodities and labor related to residents’ lives, and is usually used317

as an important indicator to observe inflation level. If CPI keeps growing, the318

purchasing power of residents’ wages will keep decreasing, so will their real319

wages;320

b. Minimum wage standard(Mws). The fundamental purpose of minimum321

wage policies is to protect the basic livelihood of individual workers and their322

families, and to promote social equity and stability. Thus, this variable often323

has an important impact on low-wage groups. This paper uses the logarithm324

of the annual minimum wage to represent it;325

c. Per capita dependents among total employed population(Pcd). This vari-326

able is an important indicator to measure social security in cities, and often327

the higher the value, the higher the wages. In this paper, it is expressed with328

the logarithm of the ratio of the total urban population to the employed pop-329

ulation.330

5 This paper defines the temperature change in period j in area i as:∆Tij = Tij − Ti. Tij

is the average temperature of area i during the j period. The reference temperature level of
i of area Ti is expressed by the average temperature of the area during the 23 years from
1973 to 1995. In addition, through a review of the relevant literature under the reference
temperature, it is found that the time span of the reference temperature is different in the
existing researches. Most scholars have focused on the 15-30-year time span to describe the
reference temperature level of area i. Therefore, this article, while referring to the existing
literature and being confined to the availability of data, selects the region’s 23-year average
temperature to represent its reference temperature level.

6 Due to China’s vast territory and complex geographical conditions, the climate varies
greatly from place to place, with varied lengths of the four seasons. This paper summarizes
the beginning and end of summer in various parts of China and defines summer’s span as
from May to October.
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Table 2 Descriptive analysis results

Variables Mean. S.D. Min. Max.
Average annual temperature 0.543 0.443 -1.201 2.894
Average summer temperature 0.537 0.571 -0.819 3.996

The net increase of the average wage
in agriculture

9.442 0.707 7.918 11.077

The net increase of the average wage
in manufacturing

9.726 0.724 8.101 12.355

The net increase of the average
wage in construction

9.693 0.676 8.217 11.100

The net increase of the average
wage in financial

10.288 0.912 7.662 12.14

Consumer price index 4.763 0.156 4.471 5.185
Minimum wage standard 6.432 0.717 4.787 7.792

Per capita dependents among total
employed population

1.559 0.554 0.209 2.724

Dummy variables for regions with high
average annual temperature fluctuations

0.426 0.495 0 1

Dummy variables for regions with high
average summer temperature fluctuations

0.381 0.486 0 1

Dummy variable for relatively vulnerable
regions for wage in agriculture

0.504 0.500 0 1

Dummy variable for relatively vulnerable
regions for wage in manufacturing

0.464 0.499 0 1

Dummy variable for relatively vulnerable
regions for wage in construction

0.519 0.500 0 1

Dummy variable for relatively vulnerable
regions for wage in financial

0.538 0.499 0 1

4.2.2 Data sources331

The data used in this paper covers 30 provincial capitals. With reference to332

existing studies, and due to the limited availability of data, the sample data in333

this paper were selected for the period of 1996-2018. The data of temperature334

and air pressure in each region were obtained from the Dataset of Annual Val-335

ues of Climate Data from Chinese Surface Stations. This paper first collates336

the daily data for each 0.75°×0.75° weather variable within China, and then337

matches the network weather variable data to the prefecture-level cities accord-338

ing to the latitude and longitude. The variables such as wage level, CPI, total339

urban population, and employed population by region were mainly obtained340

from the official information opened to the public, including the China Sta-341

tistical Yearbook and provincial and municipal statistical yearbooks. Income342

indicators, such as wage level and minimum wage standard in each region, are343

deflated using the Cpi. At the same time, in order to eliminate the dimension344

of different variables and to avoid heteroskedasticity, the data of the variables345

involved in the model are logarithmically processed. The missing data are sup-346

plemented by interpolation.The descriptive statistics of the required variables347

in this paper are shown in Table.2.348
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5 Empirical results and analysis349

5.1 Baseline regression analysis350

Table.3 shows the impact of annual average temperature increase on the growth351

of wage in each industry. The estimation results show that the increase in av-352

erage temperature will limit the growth rate of wages of workers in agriculture,353

manufacturing and finance industries. Wage growth in manufacturing is more354

sensitive to the negative impact of temperature increase than in other in-355

dustries. This may be due to the fact that most manufacturing industries in356

China are labor-intensive, and therefore, in order to cope with the decrease357

in labor productivity and the increase in production costs due to the rise in358

temperature, labor-intensive manufacturing firms tend to reduce labor inputs,359

substitute factors, or choose to shift production to other regions in China to360

ensure maximus profits. Therefore, the negative impact of rising annual aver-361

age temperature on wage growth in China’s manufacturing industry is greater.362

In addition, this paper further introduces the interaction term between363

temperature rises and relatively vulnerable regions and regions with high tem-364

perature fluctuations to explore the heterogeneous effects of temperature rise365

on wage growth. The results show that the negative impact of temperature rise366

on the growth of wages in each industry is more obvious after the introduction367

of the interaction term. Among them, the coefficient of the interaction term is368

significantly negative in relatively vulnerable regions, indicating that the nega-369

tive impact of rising temperature on wage growth in all industries is greater in370

relatively vulnerable regions. This finding is generally consistent with the find-371

ings of existing studies (Kumar and Khanna, 2019), that the negative impact372

of temperature rise is “pro-poor”. On the one hand, the probability of being373

exposed to the risk of temperature rise is not the same among income groups374

due to differences in socioeconomic situations (Coneus and Spiess, 2012). Low-375

income groups are more likely to engage in productive activities with higher376

exposure, and thus they face higher exposure to temperature rise, which makes377

them more sensitive to its negative impacts; on the other hand, low-income378

groups are relatively less able to adapt to temperature rises due to their limited379

material and human capital. For example, for high-income groups, purchasing380

air conditioners is an effective adaptation strategy to cope with high tempera-381

tures, which can avoid or significantly reduce harmful substances in the indoor382

environment, while the spread of mechanization can reduce the work intensity383

and thus the economic costs generated by the health system (Bond et al.,384

2010). Low-income groups, on the other hand, have difficulties in bearing the385

costs of air conditioning and mechanization. Therefore, the growth of wages386

across industries in relatively vulnerable regions is more negatively impacted387

by the rise in temperature.388

As temperature rises, the marginal damage brought by it to different in-389

dustries begins to show significant differences. In particular, the coefficient of390

the interaction term between the temperature rise in the financial industry391

and the regions with high temperature fluctuations is significantly negative,392
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Table 3 Estimated results of the impact of rising average annual temperatures on wage
growth

Variables
Agriculture Manufacturing Construction Financial

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

Tem
-0.028∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ -0.053∗∗∗ 0.008 -0.005∗ 0.058∗∗∗ -0.030∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.015) (0.008) (0.015) (0.000) (0.010) (0.007) (0.012)

Tem×poor
-0.196∗∗∗ -0.144∗∗∗ -0.181∗∗∗ -0.182∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.007) (0.014) (0.009)

Tem×high
-0.018 0.034∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗ -0.020∗∗

(0.012) (0.012) (0.011) (0.008)

L1.g
-0.165∗∗∗ -0.153∗∗∗ -0.418∗∗∗ -0.397∗∗∗ -0.302∗∗∗ -0.276∗∗∗ -0.313∗∗∗ -0.109∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.020) (0.002) (0.004) (0.009) (0.010) (0.007) (0.040)

Cpi
-0.004∗∗∗ -0.384∗∗∗ -0.004∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗ -0.262∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.078) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.141)

Mws
0.059∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ 0.048∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.042∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.007) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.006) (0.004) (0.008)

Pcd
0.102∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗ 0.103∗∗∗ 0.091∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗∗ 0.084∗∗∗ 0.089∗∗∗

(0.022) (0.020) (0.014) (0.015) (0.018) (0.017) (0.013) (0.031)

cons
-0.134∗∗ 1.545∗∗∗ -0.134∗∗ -0.236∗∗∗ 0.063 -0.081 0.233∗∗∗ -0.262∗

(0.062) (0.307) (0.061) (0.047) (0.063) (0.052) (0.066) (0.141)
AR(1) P-value 0.002 0.010 0.120 0.134 0.015 0.031 0.134 0.005
AR(2) P-value 0.133 0.561 0.166 0.189 0.202 0.371 0.137 0.747
Sargan P-value 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Obs 660 660 660 660 660 660 660 660
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗p<0.01 , ∗∗p<0.05, ∗p< 0.1.

indicating that the marginal damage of temperature rise on wages usually393

tends to increase gradually as temperature increases. For manufacturing and394

construction, the coefficient of the interaction term between temperature rises395

and the regions with high temperature fluctuations is significantly positive,396

which indicates that for the two sectors, regions with relatively mild tem-397

perature fluctuations are more negatively affected by the increase in annual398

average temperature. For agriculture, the effect of temperature fluctuation on399

wage growth is not significant. It can be seen that for these industries, plus the400

manufacturing and the construction industries, the above findings are contrary401

to the previous theoretical inferences and perceptions, which may be explained402

by the fact that the impact of the increase in annual average temperature is403

not always negative due to the combination of both climate change diversity404

and the seasonality of production in the agriculture industries (Wilkinson and405

Audsley, 2013).406

5.2 Further analysis407

5.2.1 Analysis of the impact of rising average summer temperatures on wage408

growth409

Due to the complexity and diversity of climate change, the increase in annual410

average temperature may mask the temperature change between seasons and411

thus obscure its impact on wage growth. Since summer is the time when labor412
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productivity is most affected by high temperatures, this paper further exam-413

ines the impact of rising average summer temperatures on wage growth in the414

context of global warming in order to provide a more targeted reference for415

policies on climate change management.416

Table.4 shows the estimation results of the impact of summer temperature417

increase on the growth of wage. According to the regression results, the estima-418

tion results of summer temperature increase and annual average temperature419

increase are basically the same, that is, summer temperature increase will420

significantly reduce wage growth in each industry. Due to intensified global421

warming in recent years, extreme summer heat events tend to be frequent422

across the country. When the WBGT temperature exceeds 30°C, work abil-423

ity will be reduced and serious health problems, such as heat stroke, muscle424

cramps, and even death, may occur (Sadiq et al., 2019). Moderate or very425

hot conditions may cause a 3%-12% reduction in work time of indoor work-426

ers (Xia et al., 2018). The loss of labor efficiency and work time will both427

have a direct negative impact on the growth of workers’ wages. In particular,428

the manufacturing and financial sectors are more sensitive. In the case of the429

financial sector, though by intuitive judgement, outdoor workers who are en-430

gaged in physical work are more vulnerable to rising temperatures, ergonomic431

studies have shown that brain-intensive work suffers more disruptions from432

high temperatures than simple physical labor (Zander and Mathew, 2019).433

Such brain-intensive and complex labor is more likely to be seen in the finan-434

cial sector. Wage growth in this sector is, therefore, more sensitive to rising435

average summer temperatures.436

In terms of the heterogeneous effect of rising average summer temperatures437

on wage growth, the coefficient of the interaction term between relatively vul-438

nerable regions and rising summer temperatures is significantly negative, sug-439

gesting that wage growth across industries in these areas is more negatively440

affected by rising summer temperatures. Although this finding is consistent441

with the previous inference, it presents significant differences among different442

industries. In the case of agriculture and manufacturing, the negative impact443

of temperature rise is more prominent in relatively backward areas, while it444

seems to be slightly lower in vulnerable regions in construction and finance.445

However, for different degrees of temperature fluctuations, the coefficient of446

the interaction term between high temperature fluctuations and temperature447

increase is significantly negative, indicating that the negative impact of tem-448

perature increase on labor productivity and work hours will be further mag-449

nified with the increase of temperature fluctuations, i.e., the negative impact450

of temperature increase on wage growth is greater in regions with relatively451

higher temperature fluctuations. In addition, the results of the above study452

confirm the rationality and scientific validity of this paper for using the average453

temperature in summer, which has more concentrated hot days.454
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Table 4 Estimates of the impact of rising summer temperatures on the heterogeneity of
wage growth

Variables
Agriculture Manufacturing Construction Financial

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

Tem
-0.026∗∗∗ 0.085∗∗∗ -0.032∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗ -0.024∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗ -0.032∗∗∗ 0.073∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.018) (0.007) (0.013) (0.007) (0.013) (0.006) (0.015)

Tem×poor
-0.167∗∗∗ -0.163∗∗∗ -0.128∗∗∗ -0.144∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.014) (0.009)

Tem×high
-0.022∗ -0.074∗∗∗ -0.011∗∗∗ -0.030∗∗

(0.012) (0.007) (0.007) (0.011)

L1.g
-0.182∗∗∗ -0.172∗∗∗ -0.413∗∗∗ -0.384∗∗∗ -0.307∗∗∗ -0.289∗∗∗ -0.308∗∗∗ -0.300∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.024) (0.002) (0.002) (0.015) (0.010) (0.007) (0.006)

Cpi
-0.005*** (0.266) -0.004∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.008∗∗∗ -0.007∗∗∗ (0.005) -0.006∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.257) 0.000 0.000 (0.001) (0.001) 0.000 0.000

Mws
0.063∗∗∗ 0.066∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.007) (0.005) (0.008) (0.009) (0.007) (0.005) (0.007)

Pcd
0.119∗∗∗ 0.042 0.100∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗∗ 0.185∗∗∗ 0.139*** 0.054∗∗∗ 0.077∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.039) (0.011) (0.012) (0.026) (0.017) (0.012) (0.024)

cons
-0.172∗∗ 1.004 -0.105∗∗∗ -0.219∗∗∗ -0.229∗∗∗ -0.112∗∗ -0.310∗∗∗ 0.156∗∗∗

(0.073) (1.027) (0.036) (0.040) (0.059) (0.048) (0.067) (0.070)
AR(1) P-value 0.003 0.008 0.120 0.121 0.020 0.022 0.127 0.157
AR(2) P-value 0.166 0.632 0.100 0.193 0.182 0.246 0.132 0.126
Sargan P-value 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Obs 660 660 660 660 660 660 660 660
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗p<0.01, ∗∗p<0.05, ∗p< 0.1.

5.2.2 The cumulative effects of rising temperatures on wage growth – based455

on long-term temperature changes456

To further examine the cumulative effect of temperature rises, following the457

practices of Dell et al. (2012) and Chen and Yang (2019), this section includes458

the degree of temperature rise with 5 lags into the regression model. Accord-459

ing to Table.5, the coefficient of the cumulative effect of temperature rise is460

significantly negative when only 1 lag is considered for the manufacturing and461

financial sectors, while it is not significant when other lags are introduced.462

This indicates that for the two sectors, the current period’s temperature in-463

crease only affects the next period’s wages, but has no significant effect on464

the multi-period lags. In the case of the construction sector, the cumulative465

effects of temperature rise are not significant, which means that the negative466

effect of temperature rise exists only in the current period and there is only467

a horizontal effect of temperature rise on wage growth in the construction468

industry, which will be reversed when the negative effect of temperature rise469

disappears. This finding is generally consistent with that of Deryugina and470

Hsiang (2014), which suggests that the mechanism by which the temperature471

rise affects wage growth in the construction industry does not include, for472

example, capital intertemporal investment or inventory decisions. This shows473

that there is no persistent cumulative effect of rising temperatures on wage474

growth in the construction industry.475

Unlike other industries, although the lag coefficients of agriculture are stag-476

gered, the coefficient of cumulative effect of temperature rise in each lag pe-477
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Table 5 Estimates of the long-term effects of rising average annual temperatures on wage
growth

Variables
Current period L.1 period L.3 period L.5 period Current period L.1 period L.3 period L.5 period

Agriculture Manufacturing

Tem
-0.028∗∗∗ -0.028∗∗∗ -0.023∗ -0.029∗ -0.045∗∗∗ -0.055∗∗∗ -0.053∗∗∗ -0.031∗∗

(0.010) (0.010) (0.014) (0.018) (0.007) (0.010) (0.012) (0.013)

L1.Tem
-0.025∗ -0.038∗∗ -0.023 0.029∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗

(0.014) (0.015) (0.015) (0.008) (0.010) (0.011)

L2.Tem
0.011 -0.005 0.059∗∗∗ 0.021∗

(0.013) (0.013) (0.012) (0.011)

L3.Tem
-0.036∗∗ -0.046∗∗∗ -0.033∗∗∗ -0.024∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.013) (0.010) (0.009)

L4.Tem
0.020∗ -0.025∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.007)

L5.Tem
-0.022∗ 0.069∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.011)

Cumulative effect
-0.028∗∗∗ -0.053∗∗∗ -0.086∗∗∗ -0.105∗∗∗ -0.045∗∗∗ -0.026∗∗ 0.013 0.038
(0.010) (0.020) (0.036) (0.034) (0.007) (0.012) (0.021) (0.027)

L1.g
-0.165∗∗∗ -0.156∗∗∗ -0.133∗∗∗ -0.096∗∗∗ -0.412∗∗∗ -0.411∗∗∗ -0.410∗∗∗ -0.433∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.014) (0.022) (0.019) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003)

cons
-0.134∗∗ -0.179∗∗ -0.336∗∗∗ 0.009 -0.130∗∗∗ -0.146∗∗ -0.460∗∗∗ -0.259∗∗

(0.062) (0.100) (0.130) (0.104) (0.040) (0.063) (0.126) (0.119)
Controlled variables Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

AR(1) P-value 0.002 0.002 0.005 0.006 0.121 0.117 0.121 0.207
AR(2) P-value 0.133 0.139 0.215 0.809 0.195 0.100 0.116 0.113
Sargan P-value 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Obs 660 660 600 540 660 660 600 540
Construction Financial

Tem
-0.307∗ -0.006 -0.012 -0.016∗∗ -0.030∗∗∗ -0.022∗∗ -0.014 -0.045∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.034) (0.013) (0.009) (0.007) (0.011) (0.014) (0.017)

L1.Tem
0.041 0.049∗∗∗ 0.034∗∗∗ 0.007 0.029∗∗∗ 0.00
(0.030) (0.008) (0.011) (0.010) (0.010) (0.018)

L2.Tem
0.011 -0.005 0.013 0.017
(0.010) (0.011) (0.010) (0.014)

L3.Tem
-0.009 -0.009 0.002 -0.001
(0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.011)

L4.Tem
-0.009 -0.013
(0.011) (0.016)

L5.Tem
0.030∗∗∗ -0.003
(0.010) (0.009)

Cumulative effect
-0.307∗ 0.035 0.040 0.024 -0.030∗∗∗ -0.014∗∗∗ 0.030 -0.041
(0.010) (0.050) (0.029) (0.029) (0.007) (0.018) (0.023) (0.036)

L1.g
-0.307∗∗∗ -0.306∗∗∗ -0.341∗∗∗ -0.295∗∗∗ -0.313∗∗∗ -0.316∗∗∗ -0.306∗∗∗ -0.320∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.054) (0.014) (0.017) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.016)

cons
-0.117∗ -0.032 -0.200 -0.045 0.233∗∗∗ 0.281∗∗∗ 0.055 0.317∗

(0.060) (0.181) (0.150) (0.104) (0.066) (0.093) (0.125) (0.186)
Controlled variables Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

AR(1) P-value 0.015 0.024 0.046 0.011 0.134 0.138 0.140 0.215
AR(2) P-value 0.202 0.197 0.113 0.244 0.137 0.137 0.135 0.158
Sargan P-value 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Obs 660 660 600 540 660 660 600 540
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗p<0.01 , ∗∗p<0.05, ∗p< 0.1.
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riod is still significantly negative, and the cumulative effect of temperature478

rise gradually increases with the increase of the number of lag periods in the479

regression equation. This indicates that the negative impact of temperature480

rises on the growth of wage in agriculture will persist for a long time, and481

the temperature rise will not only affect the growth of wage in the current482

period, but also through the lagged effect. This may be due to the fact that483

temperature increase not only affects workers in these industries, but also di-484

rectly affects their production (Roberts and Schlenker, 2013), both of which485

will directly affect the wage growth in these sectors. Take crops as an example,486

the rise in temperatures may increase the probability of occurrence and spread487

of pests and diseases, shorten the fertility period, and lead to a decrease in488

yield. In this case, producers, as rational economic men, will inevitably reduce489

the input of each factor of production so as to maximize profits. When labor490

supply remains unchanged, the decrease of labor hire demand will directly491

affect the labor hire price, resulting in a decrease in wages, which will have a492

lagged level effect. When the capital stock adjusts to a new steady state, the493

permanent shock to productivity from this effect may in turn affect subsequent494

capital accumulation, producing a lagged growth effect. As can be seen, there495

is not only a level effect but also a growth effect of the negative effect of rising496

temperatures, both of which may have an impact on the growth of wages in497

agriculture. The difference is, when the temperature returns to normal, the498

labor input time can return to normal, i.e., the level effect on wages will be re-499

versed. In contrast, however, the lagged growth effect on workers’ productivity500

is not reversed by reduced temperatures, and the existence of the effect means501

that an increase in temperature rise in a period may lead to a prolonged low502

wage level.503

5.3 Robustness tests504

5.3.1 Recalculation of temperature rise indicators505

To avoid biased estimation results due to indicator accounting, this paper506

refers to the approach adopted by Zhang et al. (2018), by dividing temperature507

intervals based on daily average temperature values. Taking the number of days508

in a year when temperature values fall into each interval as the measurement509

variable, it constructs the following model for estimation:510

git = αmTbinm
it + λcontrolit + ηi + σt + εit (11)

where Tbinm
it denotes the total number of days that the daily average temper-511

ature of region i falls into the m temperature interval in year t. In this paper,512

the daily average temperature values are divided into 9 temperature intervals513

with a length of 6°C. They are: less than -12°C, -12–6°C, -6-0°C, 0-6°C, 6-12°C,514

12-18°C, 18-24°C, 24-30°C, and greater than 30°C. To avoid multicollinearity,515

referring to Chen and Yang (2019), this paper selects the temperature interval516

18-24°C as the reference group. ηi denotes area fixed effects, σi denotes year517
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Table 6 Robustness tests: reaccounting for temperature indicators

Agriculture Manufacturing
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

<-12℃
-0.023∗ -0.028∗ -0.059∗∗ -0.002∗ -0.014∗ -0.004
(0.013) (0.016) (0.006) (0.001) (0.008) (0.021)

-12— -6℃
-0.001 0.001 -0.002 0.001 0.004 -0.002
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.006) (0.005)

-6—0℃
-0.005∗∗ -0.006∗∗ -0.004∗∗ 0.000 0.000 -0.001
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004)

0—6℃
-0.001 0.000 -0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003)

12—18℃
0.000 0.001 -0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

18—24℃
0.000 0.001 -0.001 0.001 0.002 0.000
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.002)

24—30℃
-0.0007 0.0004 -0.002∗ 0.000 -0.000 -0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

>30℃
-0.001∗ 0.000 -0.003∗ -0.001∗∗ 0.002 -0.003∗

(0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Obs 690 318 372 690 318 372
R2 0.065 0.162 0.125 0.029 0.123 0.107

Controlled variable Y Y Y Y Y Y
Regional fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y Y

Construction Financial

<-12℃
-0.003∗ -0.012 -0.000 -0.005 -0.012 -0.035∗∗

(0.002) (0.007) (0.020) (0.009) (0.011) (0.016)

-12— -6℃
-0.000 0.004 -0.003 -0.000 0.003 -0.002
(0.001) (0.006) (0.004) (0.001) (0.003) (0.002)

-6—0℃
-0.001 0.000 -0.003 -0.001 0.001 -0.003
(0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

0—6℃
0.001 0.002 -0.001 -0.000 0.002 -0.000
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

12—18℃
0.00 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.00

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

18—24℃
-0.000 0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.003 -0.000
(0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001)

24—30℃
-0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.001 0.002 -0.001
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

>30℃
-0.001∗ 0.001 -0.002∗ -0.001∗ -0.001 -0.003∗∗

(0.000) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Obs 690 318 372 690 318 372
R2 0.039 0.163 0.119 0.052 0.198 0.136

Controlled variable Y Y Y Y Y Y
Regional fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y Y

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗p<0.01 , ∗∗p<0.05, ∗p< 0.1.

fixed effects, and εit denotes robustness standard errors of clustering to the518

regional level.519

Table.6 reports the estimation results based on Equ.11, where column (1)520

shows the regression results based on the full sample. It can be found that521

the effect of temperature change on wages displays an obvious “inverted U-522
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shaped” curve: with 18-24°C as the reference range7, a decrease or increase in523

temperature will both result in a negative impact on the growth of wage in524

each industry. Column (2) shows the regression results for relatively developed525

regions, and it is found that the effect of temperature below or above 18-24°C526

on wages in relatively developed regions is not significant. This finding is gen-527

erally consistent with the results of Dell et al. (2012). A widely accepted expla-528

nation is that compared to relatively vulnerable regions, relatively developed529

regions are more willing and able to adopt adaptive measures in response to530

climate change. Therefore, the negative impacts of climate change are almost531

negligible. The regression results based on the sample of relatively vulnerable532

regions are reported in column (3) of Table.6. The results show that, rela-533

tive to the 18-24℃ interval, when the temperature rises to 24-30℃, it has a534

significant negative effect on the growth of wage in all industries in the rela-535

tively vulnerable regions. The absolute values of the estimation coefficient of536

the temperature interval variables keeps getting large as the temperature rises537

above 30°C, indicating that the negative impact on the growth of wages in each538

industry becomes progressively obvious as the temperature rises. In addition539

to that, in terms of the heterogeneity across industries, the manufacturing540

and financial sectors are more negatively affected by rising temperatures when541

temperatures rise above 30°C, compared to the 18-24°C reference range. The542

above results confirm the “pro-poor” nature of the climate change impacts,543

and also prove the robustness of this paper’s reference regression results.544

5.3.2 Redefinition of relatively vulnerable regions and regions with high545

temperature fluctuations546

In the baseline regression, the criteria for distinguishing the relatively vulner-547

able regions and the regions with high temperature fluctuations is the mean548

value of the wage of each industry in each city during the sample period, and549

the mean value of the temperature fluctuation in each city during the sample550

period, respectively. In order to avoid the interference of the regression results551

with the sample classification criteria, this paper redefines the relatively vul-552

nerable regions and regions with high temperature fluctuations by using the553

median of wages and temperature fluctuation values as the criteria, respec-554

tively. According to the estimation results in column (1) of Table.7, it can555

be seen that the baseline conclusion of this paper still holds regardless of the556

division criterion used.557

7 The standard for selecting the temperature reference group is: to try to select different
temperature intervals as the reference group for regression analysis. When a certain tem-
perature interval is used as the reference group, the estimated coefficients of the remaining
intervals are all significantly negative, then the temperature interval is selected as the final
reference group. At the same time, the range of the reference temperature selected in this
paper is also similar to those used by Burke et al. (2015), Zhang et al. (2018), among others.
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Table 7 Robustness tests: redefining dummy variables and summer temperature intervals

Variables
Agriculture Manufacturing Construction Financial

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

Tem
0.083∗∗∗ 0.016 0.007 0.035∗ 0.077∗∗∗ 0.012 0.033∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗

(-0.016) (-0.016) (-0.016) (-0.011) (-0.014) (-0.011) (-0.015) (-0.010)

Tem×poor
-0.203∗∗∗ -0.122∗∗∗ -0.143∗∗∗ -0.119∗∗∗ -0.183∗∗∗ -0.087∗∗∗ -0.194*** -0.123∗∗∗

(-0.010) (-0.009) (-0.007) (-0.005) (-0.013) (-0.013) (-0.008) (-0.005)

Tem×high
-0.014 -0.038∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗ -0.013∗ 0.024∗ -0.036∗∗∗ -0.052∗∗∗ -0.030∗∗∗

(-0.012) (-0.014) (-0.012) (-0.007) (-0.014) (-0.011) (-0.010) (-0.008)

L1.g
-0.114∗∗∗ -0.137∗∗∗ -0.397∗∗∗ -0.395∗∗∗ -0.269∗∗∗ -0.284∗∗∗ -0.303∗∗∗ -0.305∗∗∗

(-0.012) (-0.01) (-0.004) (-0.002) (-0.011) (-0.010) (-0.009) (-0.007)

cons
-0.147∗∗∗ -0.188 -0.217∗∗∗ -0.193∗∗∗ -0.126∗∗∗ -0.074 0.235∗∗∗ 0.211∗∗

(-0.094) (-0.125) (-0.039) (-0.041) (-0.047) (-0.053) (-0.079) (-0.096)
Controlled variables Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

AR(1) P-value 0.000 0.135 0.157 0.151 0.031 0.000 0.027 0.107
AR(2) P-value 0.162 0.179 0.146 0.168 0.133 0.145 0.149 0.151
Sargan P-value 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Obs 660 660 660 660 660 660 660 660
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗p<0.01 , ∗∗p<0.05, ∗p< 0.1.

5.3.3 Re-selection of the summer temperature interval lengths558

In order to avoid possible interference of the sample interval length with the559

estimation results, this paper re-selects June, July and August, when the hot560

weather is more concentrated, as the time intervals to divide the summer561

season for robustness testing. According to the regression results in column562

(2) of Table.7, it can be seen that the estimation results of the core variables563

of interest in this paper are consistent with what previously stated, which564

again proves that the baseline regression results of this paper are robust.565

5.3.4 ”Heat island effect” test566

In the baseline regression, 30 provincial capitals were selected as samples for567

the analysis, however, these cities are often densely populated, with high emis-568

sions of heat from factories and vehicles, and high emissions of energy from569

residential use, which may have a significant urban ”heat island effect”. In570

order to avoid the possible interference of the sample selection with the es-571

timation results, the paper re-estimates the results by selecting 30 provincial572

capital cities with peri-urban temperature observation data. The regression573

results in Table.8 show that for the core variables of interest, the results are574

consistent with the baseline regression results for provincial capitals, indicating575

that the increase in annual average temperature in peri-urban areas also has576

a negative impact on the growth of wage income in all sectors, demonstrating577

the robustness of the baseline regression results in this paper.578
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Table 8 Robustness tests: results of estimating the impact of rising average annual tem-
peratures on wage growth in suburban areas

Variables
Agriculture Manufacturing Construction Financial

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

Tem
-0.001∗ 0.106∗∗∗ -0.025∗∗∗ 0.011 -0.021∗∗ 0.140∗∗∗ -0.034∗∗∗ 0.166∗∗∗

0.000 (0.008) (0.006) (0.010) (0.006) (0.008) (0.004) (0.012)

Tem×poor
-0.192∗∗∗ -0.169∗∗∗ -0.179∗∗∗ -0.196∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.008) (0.006) (0.011)

Tem×high
-0.007 0.056∗∗∗ -0.037∗ -0.038∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.007) (0.008) (0.010)

L1.g
-0.165∗∗∗ -0.115∗∗∗ -0.413∗∗∗ -0.388∗∗∗ -0.313∗∗∗ -0.267∗∗∗ 0.306∗∗∗ -0.285∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.013) (0.002) (0.003) (0.007) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008)

cons
-0.341∗∗∗ 1.224∗∗∗ -0.098 -0.161∗∗ -0.125∗ 0.000∗∗ 0.351∗∗∗ 0.281∗∗∗

(0.091) (0.471) (0.060) (0.067) (0.066) (0.044) (0.057) (0.078)
Controlled variables Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

AR(1) P-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.053 0.165 0.155 0.149
AR(2) P-value 0.145 0.148 0.157 0.124 0.121 0.862 0.191 0.151
Sargan P-value 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Obs 660 660 660 660 660 660 660 660
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗p<0.01 , ∗∗p<0.05, ∗p< 0.1.

6 Conclusion and recommendations579

Based on the panel data of 30 provincial capital cities from 1996 to 2018,580

this paper conducts an empirical study on the effect of rising temperature on581

wage in different industries. The study found that: Firstly, rising temperature582

will significantly reduce the growth rate of wage in various industries, show-583

ing obvious heterogeneity. Among them, the growth of wage in manufacturing584

is most affected by the negative impact of the average annual temperature585

rise. Secondly, the negative impact of rising temperatures on wage growth is586

mainly concentrated in the summer. Wage growth in the manufacturing and587

financial industries is more sensitive to the negative impact of rising average588

summer temperatures. Thirdly, due to the difference between the vulnerability589

of the main production body and the degree of temperature fluctuations, the590

marginal impact of temperature rise shows obvious differences. Among them,591

in terms of vulnerability, wage in relatively vulnerable areas is more affected592

by rising temperatures. Concerning the degree of temperature fluctuations,593

the impact of annual average temperature fluctuations on wage growth shows594

obvious differences among different industries. The marginal damage of an-595

nual average temperature fluctuations to the growth of wage in the financial596

industry tends to increase with the intensification of temperature fluctuations.597

However, for the manufacturing and construction industries, regions with rel-598

atively mild temperature fluctuations will be more negatively affected by the599

annual average temperature rise. Different from the degree of annual average600

temperature fluctuations, the marginal damage to wage growth in various in-601

dustries is higher in regions where the temperature rises relatively sharply in602

summer. Fourthly, the negative impact of rising temperature has a cumula-603

tive effect on wage growth in agriculture. This negative effect mainly comes604
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from the impact of rising temperature on labor productivity and is irreversible,605

which will further widen the wage gap between regions.606

Based on the above findings, this paper explores the effect of temperature607

rise on wages in various industries, and provides a new perspective to under-608

stand the impact of climate change on the economy. The findings of the study609

are important for policies that promote the governance of climate change and610

alleviate relative poverty.611

In terms of climate change mitigation, the concept of green development612

should be comprehensively implemented and climate change governance should613

be actively pursued. This study shows that temperature rises will negatively614

affect the growth of wages in various industries. In this regard, energy con-615

servation, emission reduction, and energy structure optimization should be616

embraced. A national unified market for carbon emission trading should be617

developed, so as a mechanism for sustainable development. This way, we may618

provide Chinese wisdom and solutions for global climate change governance,619

build a community of shared future for mankind, and promote high-quality620

development for China and the world.621

Considering climate change adaptation, first of all, we should continue622

to promote the construction of climate-adapted smart cities, develop climate623

prediction and early warning mechanisms, public health emergency plans, and624

climate rescue mechanisms. We should develop an early warning system for625

health risks caused by high temperatures, so as to effectively predict the ex-626

tent of heat exposure and disaster impacts in a timely manner. Second, we627

should make the workforce in various industries more adaptive to climate628

change. According to researches, the growth of wages in different industries629

shows significant differences by the negative impact of rising temperature.630

Among them, manufacturing and construction industries are most affected by631

the negative marginal impact of temperature rises. For this reason, we should632

enhance their climate resilience. Occupational health standards and differen-633

tiated intervention and response strategies for industries and workers with634

different exposure levels should be improved.Finally, the R&D and promotion635

of climate-resilient technologies (such as those for climate-smart agricultural636

production), smart manufacturing technologies featuring unmanned systems,637

and smart service technologies, should be introduced. This paper shows that638

the “pro-poor” nature of the negative impacts of climate change may be at-639

tributed to the relatively weak coping capacity of workers in backward areas640

and their difficulties in implementing climate adaptation strategies. Therefore,641

while developing and diffusing technologies, we must make them more avail-642

able and acceptable. By introducing a reasonable technology subsidy policy, we643

can transfer advanced technologies to backward areas by means of knowledge644

popularization and technology promotion. This way, we may effectively make645

workers in these areas more resilient to climate change and we may encourage646

them to adopt proper adaptive measures to reduce negative impacts, so as to647

prevent further widening of the income gap between regions and industries.648
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